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Efficient. Transparent. Reliable.

Trilogy presents TIES, the cutting-edge Transaction Management system tailored specifically for pipeline 

companies engaged in transporting CO2. Designed to streamline your operations and maximize 

profitability, TIES is the ultimate solution to meet the unique demands of the CO2 pipeline industry. With 

TIES, you gain complete control over your pipeline activities, ensuring smooth operations from capture to 

offtake hubs and sequestration.



Effortless Scheduling and Volume Management



TIES empowers your customers with a user-friendly interface, allowing them to seamlessly log on and 

nominate their CO2 product on your pipeline. Our advanced scheduling system ensures efficient 

nomination management, confirmations, curtailments, MDQ management, imbalance management, and 

allocation of pipeline volumes and capacity for optimal product transport.  With TIES, you can effortlessly 

monitor and manage your CO2 transportation activities in real-time.



Settlement and Reporting



Accurate settlement is paramount in the CO2 pipeline industry, and TIES excels in quickly finalizing 

settlements and distributing statements to customers.  Daily flow reports, monthly statements, and invoices 

are generated seamlessly, ensuring transparent communication with your customers and enabling swift 

financial reconciliation.



Robust Contract Management



Managing complex volume commitments and intricate contract terms is made simple with TIES. Our 

sophisticated contract management module enables you to handle arrangements, ensuring compliance 

with contractual obligations and mitigating risks. TIES empowers you with the tools to effectively monitor 

volume commitments, manage imbalances, handle curtailments, layered capacity tranches, tiered fee 

structures, and efficiently monitor and implement contractual terms. With TIES, you can navigate the 

intricacies of CO2 pipeline contracts with ease and confidence.



Seamless Integration and Data Exchange



TIES seamlessly integrates with multiple measurement, pricing, trading, and accounting systems and 

enables smooth data exchange, ensuring a streamlined workflow.  From capturing nominations to 

settlement, TIES facilitates efficient data management and enhances operational efficiency. With TIES, you 

can minimize manual errors, automate processes, and ensure consistent and accurate data throughout 

your pipeline operations. TIES supports full import and export capabilities in Excel and makes most data 

accessible via APIs.
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Contact us today


at (469) 324-9792 or info@trilogyes.com 


to schedule a personalized demo 


and see how TIES can transform your CO2 pipeline operations.
 

Reliable Support and Expertise



At Trilogy, we understand the critical nature of your CO2 pipeline operations. That's why we offer dedicated 

support and expertise to ensure a seamless experience with TIES. Our experienced team is committed to 

providing prompt assistance, addressing your unique requirements, and helping you maximize the value of 

our pipeline management solution.



Key Features of TIES

 Effortless scheduling and tracking from origin to destinatio

 Accurate measurement and reporting for transparent operation

 Robust contract management for complex volume commitment

 Seamless integration and data exchange for streamlined workflow

 Storage tracking, Imbalance management, MDQ management, and curtailment capabilitie

 Reserved capacity management to optimize pipeline utilizatio

 Fuel and L&U tracking to ensure accurate invoicin

 Easy to use trading and risk management (buy/sell to settlement)



Unlock the Power of TIES for Your CO2 Pipeline Business.


TIES revolutionizes CO2 pipeline management by combining cutting-edge technology with industry 

expertise. Experience unparalleled efficiency, enhanced risk management, and improved profitability with 

our comprehensive Transaction Management solution. Take charge of your CO2 pipeline operations with 

TIES, the ultimate choice for pipeline companies focused on transporting CO2. 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